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ABSTRACT

In most microarray assays, labeled
cDNA molecules derived from reference
and query RNA samples are co-hybridized
to probes arrayed on a glass surface. Gene
expression profiles are then calculated for
each gene based on the relative hybridiza-
tion intensities measured between the two
samples. The most commonly used refer-
ence samples are typically isolates from a
single representative RNA source (RNA-0)
or pooled mixtures of RNA derived from a
plurality of sources (RNA-p). Genomic DNA
offers an alternative reference nucleic acid
with a number of potential advantages, in-
cluding stability, reproducibility, and a po-
tentially uniform representation of all
genes, as each unique gene should have
equal representation in a haploid genome.
Using hydrogen peroxide-treated Arabidop-
sis thaliana plants as a model, we evaluated
genomic DNA and RNA-p as reference sam-
ples and compared expression levels in-
ferred through the reference relative to un-
exposed plants with expression levels
measured directly using an RNA-0 refer-
ence. Our analysis demonstrates that while
genomic DNA can serve as a reasonable
reference source for microarray assays, a
much greater correlation with direct mea-
surements can be achieved using an RNA-
based reference sample.

INTRODUCTION

DNA microarray analysis has be-
come the most widely used technique
for global expression studies (7,9,10).
Most approaches to microarray analy-
sis use an experimental design in which
cDNA molecules derived from query
and reference RNA samples are labeled
with distinguishable fluorescent dyes
and co-hybridized to an array contain-
ing thousands of genes (3); both the
query and the reference samples used
in hybridization reactions are generally
derived from RNA isolated from exper-
imental tissue samples. One difficulty
with microarray assays is the identifica-
tion of an appropriate reference sample
for comparison.

In studies evaluating expression dif-
ferences in perturbed and non-per-
turbed systems that are otherwise
identical, RNA isolated from the non-
perturbed state generally serves as an
excellent reference, as one can easily
see changes in the perturbed state in
pairwise comparisons. However, many
microarray studies involve complex
sets of comparisons between large
numbers of samples. In these instances,
identification of a single reference
RNA source can be difficult. One solu-
tion that has been widely used is to cre-
ate an RNA pool (RNA-p) derived from
either all the samples under study or
from independent collections of sam-
ples selected to achieve the widest pos-
sible representation of gene expression.

The construction of an appropriate
reference sample in these cases pre-
sents a number of challenges. First, it is
often difficult to identify samples that
provide complete coverage for all of
the genes represented on the array. This

can be problematic if the query samples
exhibit measurable expression for a sig-
nificant number of genes that are not
seen in the reference, as the hybridiza-
tion intensities for these genes cannot
be appropriately normalized or com-
pared between arrays. Second, should
the initial RNA reference sample be ex-
hausted, it is often difficult to precisely
reconstruct the original; any changes in
the reference can potentially skew the
resulting data sets, leading to problems
during data analysis and interpretation.

Unlike RNA samples, which depend
on tissue, state, and developmental
stage, genomic DNA isolated from
healthy organisms provides a stable ref-
erence nucleic acid, independent of vari-
ations in the growth, culture conditions,
and subsequent purification processes.
Further, genomic DNA should, in prin-
cipal, provide nearly uniform represen-
tation of all of the genes on an array, as
all genes should be equally represented
in the genome. Finally, genomic DNA
has the potential to be a truly “universal
reference” that could be used in any ex-
periment in a particular organism.

To test this hypothesis, to evaluate
the relative performance of genomic
DNA and RNA-p as a common refer-
ence for microarray gene expression
profiling, and to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of using a common reference to
infer expression levels, we evaluated
transcriptional response to oxidative
stress in the model plant Arabidopsis
thaliana. Specifically, we exposed
plants to hydrogen peroxide and mea-
sured the expression at 3 and 6 h follow-
ing exposure, as well as in unexposed
plants. Using both genomic DNA and
RNA pooled from all three time points
(0, 3, and 6 h) as common reference
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samples, we computed the expression
relative to unexposed plants using a
straightforward spot-by-spot normaliza-
tion procedure. To evaluate the relative
performance of these reference sources,
we also made direct comparisons of ex-
pression using RNA from plants at the
3- and 6-h time points to RNA derived
from unexposed plants (RNA-0).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Microarray Preparation

DNA microarrays of chromosome 2
of A. thaliana were fabricated as de-
scribed by Hegde et al. (3). Briefly, ge-
nomic fragments representing 4180
gene models on chromosome 2 were
amplified by PCR, purified, and printed
on SuperAmine aminosilane-coated
microscope slides (Telechem, Sunny-
vale, CA, USA) using an arraying robot
built by Intelligent Automatic Systems
(Cambridge, MA, USA). Printed slides
were UV-irradiated at an integrated in-
tensity of 350 mJ using a Stratalinker
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) to
cross-link spotted DNA to the slides
and were stored in a desiccated cham-
ber until use.

Plant Materials and Isolation of
RNA and Genomic DNA

Wild-type A. thaliana Columbia
plants were germinated and grown in a
500-mL flask with 100 mL half-strength
Murashige and Skoog medium (pH 5.7),
vitamins, and sucrose without hormone
(6) for 12 days with shaking at 100 rpm
under constant light. Hydrogen peroxide
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) was ap-

plied to the plants at a final concentra-
tion of 5 mM. Treated plants were har-
vested at 0, 3, and 6 h following expo-
sure and were immediately frozen in
liquid nitrogen for RNA extraction.

Total RNA was isolated using TRI-
ZOL® (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA)
following the manufacturer’s protocol.
Pools of mRNA were enriched from to-
tal RNA preparations using the Oligo-
tex™ mRNA purification kit (Qiagen,
Valencia, CA, USA). Genomic DNA
was prepared from untreated 12 day-
old Arabidopsis plants using DNeasy®

Plant Mini kit (Qiagen). Purified ge-
nomic DNA was digested with Sau3AI
(New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA,
USA) and purified with a QIAquick
PCR purification kit (Qiagen) before
labeling and hybridization.

Fluorescent Labeling and
Hybridization

Labeling reactions with enriched
mRNA were prepared as described in
the TIGR standard operating proce-
dures (http://atarrays.tigr.org). A 1-µg
quantity of poly(A)-enriched mRNA
was used as a template for random-
primed first-strand cDNA synthesis in
the presence of amino-allyl-dUTP (Sig-
ma) during reverse transcription, fol-
lowed by the conjugation of purified re-
action products to the esters of Cy3
and Cy5 fluorescent dyes (Amer-
sham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ,
USA). Digested genomic DNA sam-
ples (3 µg each) were labeled with
amino-allyl-dUTP using random pri-
mers in the presence of Klenow en-
zyme (Invitrogen), followed by cou-
pling to the Cy3 or Cy5 esters.

Hybridization reactions and microar-
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Figure 1. Reproducibility of labeling and hybridization for different nucleic acid samples. Scatter
plots of self versus self hybridization intensities for (A) genomic DNA (gDNA), (B) RNA-p, and (C)
RNA-0. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) for the two channels are shown in each plot.



ray image analyses were conducted as
described in the TIGR microarray stan-
dard operating procedures (http://atar-
rays.tigr.org). Following hybridization,
microarray slides were scanned using a
laser scanner (GenePix® 4000, Axon In-
strument, Foster City, CA, USA). Back-
ground-subtracted integrated intensities
as well as background levels were mea-
sured for each spot using TIGR Spotf-
inder 1.0 (http://www.tigr.org/software;
TIGR, Rockville, MD, USA). Spots that
had lower intensities than local back-
ground were assigned 0 values. To re-
move unreliable low-intensity spots,
those with intensities less than 1.5 times
the corresponding local background lev-
el in either of the two channels were
eliminated before data normalization.

RESULTS

Self versus Self Hybridizations of
Genomic DNA and cDNA Samples

As there have not been any published
studies using genomic DNA as a refer-
ence for microarray expression analysis,
we first investigated the reproducibility

of genomic DNA labeling and hy-
bridization to validate its suitability for
this purpose. Equal quantities of the
same isolate of genomic DNA were in-
dependently labeled with Cy3 and Cy5
and co-hybridized to a single Arabidop-
sis chromosome 2 microarray contain-
ing PCR products representing 4180
genes and pseudogenes present on the
chromosome (5) (Figure 1). Fluores-
cence intensities were measured in both
channels, and signals were normalized
within each array using a total intensity
approach (8). Normalized signal inten-
sities correlated extremely between
channels, with a Pearson correlation co-
efficient (r) of 0.98 (Figure 1A), and
compared favorably to results obtained
for pooled RNA and RNA derived from
a single source (Figure 1, B and C).
This suggests that genomic DNA can be

reproducibly labeled and that there are
few, if any, dye-specific labeling and
hybridization artifacts.

Use of Hydrogen Peroxide-Treated
Arabidopsis Plants to Test the
Reliability of References in Gene
Expression Profiling

To evaluate the relative utility of
RNA-p and genomic DNA reference
sources, we examined their ability to as-
sess temporal patterns of expression in
Arabidopsis plants treated with hydro-
gen peroxide. We chose this system be-
cause RNA from unexposed plants
(RNA-0) provides a natural basis for
comparison with later time points. In
addition, there are a number of well-
known hydrogen peroxide-responsive
genes located on chromosome 2 that
could be used as markers to evaluate the
results. These include genes coding for
glutathione S-transferase 6 (GST6),
phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL1),
and the 70-kDa heat shock protein,
which are involved in detoxification or
defense processes (1,2,4). For both the
RNA-p and genomic DNA references,
we used the measured hybridization in-
tensities to calculate gene expression 3
and 6 h after exposure relative to the
zero time point; these results were eval-
uated using direct comparison of these
time points to RNA from unexposed
plants (RNA-0). In total, 11 hybridiza-
tions were performed, as shown in
Table 1, including nine that were used
to evaluate hydrogen peroxide response.

Data Normalization and
Comparison

The first step in our analysis was to
calculate inferred levels at the 3- and 6-
h time points relative to unexposed
plants using the comparisons between
these and the reference nucleic acids
(RNA-p or genomic DNA). These in-
ferred measurements would then be
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Cy5-Labeled Sample

Cy3-Labeled Sample RNA-p Genomic DNA RNA-0 RNA-3 RNA-6

RNA-0 ×× ×× ××
RNA-p ×× ×× ×× ××
Genomic DNA ×× ×× ×× ××

Table 1. Hybridizations Performed in This Study

Figure 2. Overview of data collection and analysis. This figure illustrates how one can compare two
experimental states (A to B) using either common reference samples or direct comparisons. (A) For com-
mon references, measured hybridization intensities are normalized within the slide by scaling the inten-
sities for each spot such that the total hybridization intensity in each channel is equal. Ratios between
states are then computed spot-by-spot using the common reference to balance the signals. (B) For direct
comparisons, total intensity normalization is used. Gene expression ratios between conditions are then
computed directly for each gene.

Inferred comparison using
gDNA or RNA-p reference

Direct comparison using
RNA-0 reference

gDNA
or  RNA-p
  Cy3

sample A
    Cy5

sample B
    Cy5

sample A
  Cy3

sample B
    Cy5

A

gDNA
or  RNA-p
  Cy3

1. Cy3 (G) and Cy5 (R) signals
are normalized within each
slide using total intensity
values of all Cy3 and
all Cy5 signals.
      Gi' = Gi
      Ri' = N * Ri
where N = ΣGi / ΣRi

2. Data from the query samples
on each array are combined spot-by-spot
tocalculate the final expression ratio.  
If we wish to compare query samples A and B, 
then:
            A/B = (R1i'/G1i')*(G2i'/R2i')

B

1. Cy3 (G) and Cy5 (R) signals
are normalized within each slide
by setting the total intensity
in each channel equal.
     G1i' = G1i
     R1i' = N1 * R1i
where N1 = ΣG1i / ΣR1i
     G2i' = G2i
     R2i' = N2 * R2i
where N2 = ΣG2i / ΣR2i 2. Gene expression ratios are

obtained directly from:
        A/B = Ri' / Gi'

Combine results to make 
inferred, "virtual" comparison



evaluated relative to direct comparisons
between the 3- and 6-h time points with
the unexposed plants. Hybridization in-
tensities for the elements on each slide
were first adjusted using total intensity
normalization.

For direct comparison measurements
of later time points with the untreated
RNA-0 reference, these normalized val-
ues were then used to compute an in-
ferred expression ratio for each gene,
comparing later times to the unexposed

reference (time 0): T/T0, where T repre-
sents the expression level at either the 3-
or 6-h time point. For both the genomic
DNA and RNA-p reference samples,
the total intensity was also adjusted to
be equal between slides, and expression
ratios measured for each gene at each
time point relative to the reference were
used to infer the T/T0 ratio:

T
= [ T  ] [ R0 ]T0 R1

*
T0
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Figure 3. Scanned images of genomic DNA (gDNA) reference and RNA-0 sets and comparisons of the
normalized ratios for sample genes. Seven spots that showed significant up- (red) or down-regulation
(green) in the RNA-0 dataset were chosen for comparisons and are indicated by white open squares in both
reference set images. Cy3 and Cy5 raw intensity values generated with TIGR Spotfinder 1.0 for the given
spots are shown as yellow (genomic DNA set) or white text (RNA-0 set) near the associated spots. For the
genomic DNA sample, corresponding spots in images from both channels are shown. Final normalized val-
ues and calculated log2 ratios of the corresponding seven genes are shown in the box below the images.

Cy3:   163677

Cy5: 2310773

Cy3:   141735

Cy5: 1261234

Cy3:   1984697

Cy5: 10576556

Cy3:   431795

Cy5: 1892347

Cy3:   227604

Cy5: 2655029

Cy3: 1723507

Cy5: 7583038

Cy3:   2258674

Cy5: 15359680

Cy3: 1259356

Cy5: 9372960

Cy3:   142212

Cy5: 2366053

Cy3:   367488

Cy5: 2305430

Cy3: 164444

Cy5: 239622

Cy3:   522368

Cy5: 2122310

Cy3: 1260552

Cy5: 2179081

Cy3:   898830

Cy5: 2737845

Cy3:   766925

Cy5: 1173020

Cy3: 1236991

Cy5:   952344

Cy3:   465519

Cy5: 1061391

Cy3: 3229711

Cy5:   645077

Cy3: 2931951

Cy5: 9904022

Cy3: 2897473

Cy5: 8846075

Cy3: 3521219

Cy5: 1909135

                      gDNA reference                                      RNA-0 reference

 gDNA vs. RNA-0            gDNA vs. RNA-3              RNA-0 vs. RNA-3

                                                                                                  After normalization

    Locus            Common name              Cy5(0 hr) Cy5(3 hr) log2 ratio   Cy3'     Cy5' log2 ratio

1. At2g41380  putative embyro abundant protein  498612  2790753   2.48       1984697  8760574   2.14

2. At2g32120  70 kD heat shock protein          296602  2310070   2.96       1259356  7762192   2.62

3. At2g02000  glutamate decarboxylase           441838  1608999   1.86       1723507  6257484    1.86

4. At2g02010  glutamate decarboxylase           464478  2532982   2.45       2258674 12614463    2.48

5. At2g30360  putative protein kinase           746748  2469280   1.73       2931951  8118283   1.47

6. At2g36800  putative glucosyl transferase     833986  2213537   1.41       2897473  7234423   11.32

7. At2g01830  histidine kinase                  871622   325363  -1.42       3521219  1559601  -1.17   

1

2

3

4

5

6

7



where R1 and R0 are the measured hy-
bridization intensities for the reference
sample (either genomic DNA or RNA-p)
for each gene on the time T (3 or 6 h after
treatment) or time T0 slide, respectively.
The underlying hypothesis here is that
the representation of the reference

should be equivalent between hybridiza-
tions and, consequently, that the mea-
sured fluorescence intensity for each
gene measured in the reference channel
should be equal across all slides. This
scaling preserves the ratio between the
query and reference sample for each

gene on each slide and allows meaning-
ful comparisons between genes across
slides, as it provides a normalization of
the data to account for spot variability.
This procedure is shown schematically
in Figure 2, where samples A and B rep-
resent the T and T0 samples, respectively.

All calculated gene expression ratios
were log2-transformed before compar-
ing measurements. Differentially ex-
pressed genes at the 95% confidence
level for each reference set were deter-
mined by assuming the log2 ratio val-
ues for each data set are normally dis-
tributed and selecting genes with values
more than 1.96 standard deviations
from the mean of all log2 ratio values.
Figure 3 shows hybridization images
using both RNA-0 and genomic DNA
reference sources, along with ratios cal-
culated for seven significantly regulat-
ed genes, comparing expression at the
3-h time point relative to time zero.

Comparison of Reference Samples

To facilitate our comparison, we lim-
ited analysis to those genes with hy-
bridization intensities detectable above
background on all arrays at a particular
time point following exposure (1608
genes for 0 to 3 h comparisons, and 1669
genes for 0 to 6 h); scatter plots of the
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Figure 4. Scatter plots of normalized gene expression levels at 3 and 6 h following hydrogen perox-
ide exposure relative to unexposed plants (0 h). The data here are shown for each of the three refer-
ence samples used (A) genomic DNA (gDNA), (B) RNA-p, and (C) RNA-0. Only a minority of genes
assayed shows noticeable changes in expression, and, consequently, measurements are highly correlated.
As expected, inferred measurements using common reference nucleic acids show more variability than
direct measurement between time points.

Figure 5. Comparison of differential expression in hydrogen peroxide-exposed plants calculated using each of three reference sources. (A) Direct comparison
of log2 ratios for each pair of reference samples at both the 3- and 6-h time points. (B) Comparison of the genes identified as being differentially up- or down-regu-
lated at the 95% confidence level (see Materials and Methods) using each of the three reference samples. A complete list of genes is available at http://atarrays.tigr.org.



normalized log2 ratios obtained using
our three reference sources are shown in
Figure 4. As can be most clearly seen in
the direct RNA-0 comparisons, the ma-
jority of genes assayed did not exhibit a
significant change in expression follow-

ing exposure to hydrogen peroxide. Fur-
ther, as might be expected, inferred mea-
surements based on independent com-
parison to a reference sample are more
variable than direct measurements.
However, it is noteworthy that both ge-

nomic DNA- and RNA-p-based com-
parisons exhibit similar levels of correla-
tion, suggesting that the accuracy of ge-
nomic DNA-based measurement are
comparable to those obtained using oth-
er reference nucleic acids.

To test this observation, we exam-
ined correlations between the log2 ratio
expression measurements with each of
the three reference sources, calculated
relative to unexposed plants, at the 3-
and 6-h time points. As can be seen in
Figure 5A, at both 3 and 6 h, the calcu-
lated expression ratios correlate much
better between the RNA-based mea-
surements than between genomic DNA
and either RNA-based measure. We
then compared the genes identified as
significantly up- or down-regulated at
the 95% confidence level in each direct
or inferred comparison to unexposed
plants (Figure 5B). Again, the genomic
DNA reference measurements were
found to be the most divergent, sharing

Genomic DNA RNA-p RNA-0
Locus Common Name 3 h 6 h 3 h 6 h 3 h 6 h

At2g32120 70-kDa heat shock 2.97 2.21 2.79 2.96 2.62 2.75
protein

At2g19310 Putative small heat 1.38 1.48 1.23 1.02 0.87 0.89
shock protein

At2g37040 PAL1 1.21 -0.48 1.62 0.42 1.36 0.28
At2g47730 GST6 1.50 0.96 2.08 2.48 1.93 1.61
At2g29450 GST 1.86 0.78 0.55 -0.44 1.36 0.76

aThese are measured relative to unexposed plants, for each of the three refer-
ence sources. Genes showing significant differential expression (>95% confi-
dence) are bolded. Note that values greater than 0 imply induction, while those
less than 0 imply repression.

Table 2. Expected Hydrogen Peroxide-Responsive Genes and the log2 Ratio of Gene Expression in
Exposed Plantsa



only 46% with the direct RNA-0 mea-
surements. In contrast, the RNA-p mea-
surements had 72% of its differentially
expressed genes validated by the RNA-
0 measurements. This clearly suggests
that pooled RNA is superior to genomic
DNA as a reference sample for array
hybridizations. This may be because
hybridization kinetics in genomic
DNA-based samples is more complex
than that involving RNA-based refer-
ence samples. When only RNA is used
as the source nucleic acid, labeling in-
volves creating first-strand cDNA prod-
ucts for both the query and the reference
sample. However, genomic DNA refer-
ences contain representatives of both
the coding and noncoding strands. As
such, solution hybridization interactions
may interfere with hybridization to the
arrayed probes, particularly for genes
expressed at low to moderate levels.

However, all three sets of experi-
ments, including those obtained using
genomic DNA, successfully reported
significant induction of the three mark-
er genes, 70-kDa heat shock protein
(At2g32120), PAL1 (At2g37040), and
GST6 (At2g47730) (Table 2). We also
examined the expression of two addi-
tional genes that code for a putative
small heat shock protein (At2g19310)
and another GST (At2g29450) that are
closely related to the genes previously
identified as being regulated by hydro-
gen peroxide (Table 2). The RNA-0 and
genomic DNA reference samples iden-
tified these genes as significantly dif-
ferentially expressed, while the RNA-p
set failed to report differential expres-
sion for GST. In more extensive time
course experiments examining expres-
sion at 0, 1, 3, 6, and 12 h after expo-
sure and using an RNA-0 reference,
GST clearly showed induction in re-
sponse to hydrogen peroxide, peaking 1
h after exposure (unpublished data).
The consistency of these with pub-
lished results suggests that both direct
and inferred comparisons can yield re-
sults that are biologically meaningful.

DISCUSSION

There is an increasing number of
published studies showing that differen-
tially expressed genes identified by di-
rect comparison on DNA microarrays

can be validated using other techniques,
such as RT-PCR or Northern analysis.
However, there is growing interest in
using common reference samples for
DNA microarray analyses, with the un-
derlying assumption being that compar-
isons to the common reference can be
used to infer any direct comparisons be-
tween samples. While most studies use
pooled RNA as the common reference,
RNA sources are inherently unstable, as
each time the RNA is collected, differ-
ences in growth or collection conditions
can change the composition of the final
RNA sample. For this reason, there has
been a growing interest in a “universal”
reference that would not depend on the
age, treatment, or tissue of the source.
Genomic DNA is one potential univer-
sal reference.

Our results indicate that inferred
comparisons using pooled RNA as a
common reference can indeed compare
favorably to direct comparisons in the
sense that the gene-by-gene expression
ratios correlate rather well and that the
most significantly differentially ex-
pressed genes are in good concordance.
Obviously, these correlations would
improve with greater replication, but al-
ready our results suggest that even sim-
ple comparisons can be achieved using
a common reference.

Although genomic DNA does have a
number of properties that would make it
a good potential reference source, our
results show that it does not perform
nearly as well in the estimation of in-
ferred comparisons as does pooled
RNA. It should be noted, however, that
even genomic DNA was able to identify
the highly and significantly differential-
ly expressed genes. This suggests that
one could use genomic DNA as an al-
ternative in specific applications when
sufficient RNA is unavailable or a suit-
able RNA reference does not exist.
However, any results derived from these
analyses must be carefully validated, as
they deviate from those obtained using
RNA-based reference sources.
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